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F r o m

t h e

P r e s i d e n t

I am sure everyone who went to the Christmas Party, (51 in attendance this time) will agree with
me when I say what an enjoyable occasion it was once again. Not only was it a perfect time for
socialising with our fellow geno members but also our friends from the Historical Society.
Thank you to Anne Newberry and Annette Traeger for the enormous amount of work that ensured
everything ran smoothly and to everybody else who contributed in any way to the success of the
evening. The raffle winners were Enid Sutherland, Helen Stagg, Tess Hards and Jean Davidson.
Thanks to Phillip Dedman, our computers are now all surge-protected. Please do not remove any
of the electrical equipment attached to the computers. If you need a lead or power board you can
find spare ones in the boxes behind the curtain near the sign-in desk.
We often express our gratitude to members for volunteering but I think we should also take time to
recognise the contribution of those who dust, clean floors, wash curtains, put bins out, supply hand
wash etc and generally keep our area clean and tidy. We could not operate so successfully
without you.
Memorabilia nights are always great fun and the one at our February meeting was no exception.
Once again there was a wide range of treasures all with an interesting tale to be told. (See photo
of Tom Heard and his 'treasures' this issue.) However the best part of the evening was when we
walked outside and felt the cool change after so many days of stifling heat.
Unfortunately we have said our final goodbye to one of our most valued members. Our Research
Officer, Lyn Craig passed away on the 31st January, 2014. Lyn who had not been in the best of
health was a member of our group for 30+ years. Her input at Committee Meetings and to the
general running of the group was always very sound and much
appreciated. She was our second President and has at times filled
nearly all the positions on the committee. A Library Volunteer, Lyn
could often be found in the rooms on a Saturday with a smile on her
face ready and willing to help members and visitors alike. Many of us
attended her farewell service in the very tranquil and beautiful setting
of the Rose Garden at the Old Mildura Homestead.
Vale Lyn, you will be greatly missed by us all. Lyn Grant.
Mystery Photographs from our Cover: Can you help these pictures find
their home? Email milduragenealogy@gmail.com if you can.
Fig 1. No description; Fig 2. Swan Hill, 1946; Fig. 3. Lily & Henry Reed,
Sheila & Kathleen; Fig 4. Alexander Ewing, 21B Monkton Hall Terrace, 7
Jul 194? ; Fig. 5. No details. Please send any information you may have to
our secretary on the above email address.
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Figure 6 Releasing balloons
in honour of Lyn Craig at her
funeral service Mildura,
February 4 2014.
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Tom Heard: a treasure!
We all enjoy our chats with Tom Heard, a longstanding
member of our society, and for years now, I have been trying
to coerce him into making a contribution for our newsletter,
but without success. At our February meeting however, when
members were asked to bring along some items of family
memorabilia to share, Tom arrived with two absolute gems: a
very old candle making mould and a candle wick trimmer!
Determined this time to strike when he had 'no means of
escape' I snapped a shot of Tom holding the treasures after
the meeting amidst retorts about 'breaking my camera' etc.
I then asked him to supply me with a little piece about the
items and imagine my sheer delight on finding this piece in
the "newsletter editor" in-tray!

After World War 1, a migration scheme was started
dubbed "the Big Brother Movement" to provide much
needed farm labour. This attracted my father, Elliot
Heard, (named after his maternal grandmother,) who was then 25 years old, to
come to Australia. As the fourth boy of seven children, there was not a lot of room on
the small family farm in Peeblesshire. In fact he had been working at the Singer car
factory.
He left Tilbury on July 7 1927 on the S.S. Berrima (11,000 tons) with 900 other
passengers. There was a representative on board who gave regular lectures on
Australia.
Elliot disembarked at Fremantle on August 16, 1927 and was allotted work on a
grain farm at Wagin, Western Australia. The candle making equipment travelled with
him and is still in the family today! (Thanks Tom for sharing this fascinating story.)
From Wikipedia: Peeblesshire, the County of
Peebles or Tweeddale was a county of Scotland.
Its main town was Peebles, and it bordered
Midlothian to the north, Selkirkshire to the east,
Dumfries shire to the south, and Lanarkshire to
the west. After the local government
reorganisation of 1975, the use of the name
Peeblesshire was discontinued, and the area was
governed as the district of Tweeddale. The term
Peeblesshire is still in common usage with local
inhabitants as a form of identity and is regularly
used in addresses as opposed to 'Tweeddale' or
'Scottish Borders'. The local newspaper is called the Peeblesshire News.
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The National Archives do have guides and records on the Big Brother Movement (from my quick
look today) so if you have ancestors who may have been part of this scheme, it may be worthwhile
checking the NAA site.
http://guides.naa.gov.au/good-british-stock/chapter3/big-brother.aspx

The Big Brother Movement
The Big Brother Movement was the most successful and enduring of the youth migration organisations. Its
genesis appears to have been discussions between certain Australian and British business leaders at the 1923
Wembley exhibition concerned with stimulating youth migration to Australia. Each youth emigrating (the
'Little Brother') would be given an adult person in Australia (the 'Big Brother') who would provide
encouragement, advice and support during the young migrant's early adjustment period in the new country.
In one sense, it was a Victorian response to the Dreadnought Trust, but over time, the Big Brother
Movement became better established in New South Wales. Its founder was (Sir) Richard Linton,
businessman, philanthropist, freemason and after 1927 a conservative member of the Victorian Parliament.
Later he became Victoria's Agent-General in London.
The critical factor limiting youth migration was understandably the natural reluctance of parents to permit
the migration of their sons so far from the British Isles when they were so young and inexperienced. The
'Big Brother' provision was intended to respond to parents' fears. However, the British agent in Australia,
Bankes Amery, gave an additional and plausible reason for the founding of the Big Brother Movement when
he wrote in a memorandum, 2 October 1926:
The basis of the Big Brother Movement was the establishment of a set of conditions that would attract a
better class of boy to Australia; a boy who had been brought up in a better class of home and who had up
till the moment not been induced to leave Britain in any numbers… The boys whom the Big Brother
Movement was out to cater for were the type who obtained Commissions during the war by promotion from
the ranks… no previous scheme has been sufficiently attractive to middle-class parents.
The movement was launched in London on 14 July 1925, and much of its appeal would rest on its ability to
recruit reliable 'Big Brothers' who would treat their obligations as more than nominal. The Big Brothers
were usually recruited from service organisations such as the Royal Agricultural Societies, Rotary, the RSL
and the Chambers of Commerce. They were usually city business and professional men and of the same
religion as the 'Little Brother' whom they promised to assist.

RESEARCH REPORT (FEBRUARY)
Hi All, The New Year is well upon us, and hopefully the opportunity for everyone to find out more about
their descendants. Over the past couple of months there have been various enquiries for information about
past family members as well as where relatives are buried in the district. Fortunately, most enquiries are
able to be answered with some information found; however on occasions a search can show up nothing
about the person(s) which I think can only add to the mystery about one’s past. On page 12 is listed some of
the current research inquiries and where they are up to at this point in time. Furthermore, if anyone knows
anything about any of the individuals listed, I would appreciate being contacted – any assistance is always
greatly received. Also, the Grave Project for the returned servicemen – being able to identify the parents
and children of the servicemen whereby the next of kin can be contacted by the Veterans’ Affairs
Department to put a plaque of recognition for their service during the Second World War – is continuing
with some more individual’s details being sought by Ken Wright.
Research Officer: Andrew McCormick. P.S. See p. 12 for current inquiries.
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The Cecile Brunner…. A family 'heirloom' of a
different sort by June Greatz
Now I'll tell you a story of an old rose bush which was probably born in Adelaide
and became a wedding gift for my mother-in-law when she was married and moved
a long way off to Mildura, a long way from everyone she knew. The rose moved
around for a few years until it was placed in the front garden of the home at 617 Etiwanda Av.
Mildura. In those days, most of the gardens were away from the road. Channels were the water
supply for home gardens, household use and the animals. In 1956, however, a committee of
interested householders, blockies and farmers got together to approach the urban water supply to
install a pipeline along this road, and this was successful. (It may have also been because it was
thought a useful thing to have the water connected to the abattoirs!)
Now the house was a fair way from the road and in order to access the piped water, the family
went to talk to the Ferris family to see if the house could be shifted closer to the road. This was
feasible and in the process, the house was also turned and rotated a quarter so as to have a short
porch facing east, providing a comfortable place to sit in the summer afternoons and a sunny
place to sit in the winter. The only trouble was the ramp took up a bit much space. The rose bush
remained where it was planted till the vines were removed to make way for wine grapes. It
remained there until we took over the old home, had it demolished and built a new home there.
We dug up the rose and replanted it in a new spot where it remained for some years until we sold
the vineyard for residential development. During the process, the rose which was right on the
boundary, was lifted again and a piece of the large 'butt' planted around the other side of our
house. Since the drought, which was hard work, the rose has come to life beautifully.
The flowers from this lovely bush came in handy over many years. As well as being a present for
Paul and Hedwig Greatz's wedding in 1919, they were in my wedding bouquet with some other
larger roses and smaller gerberas. Family photos indicate they have been part of other family
wedding bouquets as well. This rose bush is at least 93 years old and a real family heirloom.

Figure 8 Paul Greatz and Hedwig Traeger
1919
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Figure 7 Bill Greatz and June Wagner wedding
Nov. 1950. Shirley Wagner and Don Greenwood
bridal party.
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Rita Collette Miller:
Persevere and keep digging! You might be
surprised at what you find! By Jenny Dedman
I looked up Ancestry's electoral roll data for Rita Collette Miller. (I
was lucky her parents gave her an unusual name.) I found her in
Melbourne but she 'disappeared' for a number of years. Her
profession was listed as 'singer.' I then 'googled' her name and to my
surprise, found her again referred to as a soprano. I then went to
“Trove” where I found an article saying that she was born in Ballarat
(which is where my Rita Miller was born) and that she was a student
of Leila Lake (Rita’s mother’s maiden name was Lake). I found many
more articles on Rita Miller in “Trove.” Apparently, she travelled
around Australia with the Dame Nellie Melba Company for 7 months
then she went over to Paris to live for seven years working with the
Paris Opera.
Helen Stagg sent me a link to the Arts Centre Melbourne and they
had a scrap book on Rita Miller. We made contact with the Arts
Centre, and they emailed me some photos of Rita as a child, some
photos with her brother and sister and photos of her in costume. They
informed me that I could place an order and they would send them to
me.

UPCOMING EVENTS:

Mildura & District Genealogical Society 2014 Diary

International Genealogist, Lady Mary Teviot will be presenting a Family Tree workshop.
Lady Mary has been involved with Family History Research for over 35 years and travels
throughout Australia, Canada, Sth. Africa, USA and New Zealand lecturing.
Lady Mary is currently Vice President of the Federation of Family History Societies. Her Mildura
workshop will include Census Returns, Workhouses, the Internet and Parish Registers.
Saturday 15th March
Venue: Carnegie Centre BYO Lunch Time: 10am- 4pm
Members: No charge
Visitors: $10.00
Patsy Daly from the Legacy User Group in Melbourne will visit Mildura to conduct a full day
presentation on the Legacy Computer Program. Patsy is a well known genealogist and a regular
contributor to the GUM Magazine. (Genealogists Using Microcomputers)
Saturday 17th May 2014, Venue: Carnegie Centre Time: 10am – 4pm. Cost: Free. BYO Lunch
Jennifer Douglas for ABC Open will conduct a workshop at Carnegie Centre on the subject of
“OBJECTS." For this workshop we need to bring along an OBJECT that can tell a story about
Australian life, history or culture. It is to be an Object not a photo of the object.
Friday 13th June 2014, Venue: Carnegie Centre, Time: 10.30am – till 4pm, Cost: Free. BYO Lunch
For further information on any these Workshops please contact Raylee
0350238778 -- Email raylees@hotkey.net.au
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Anyone for tennis? By Phillip Renfree
Back in November, 2013, Tennis Australia set out on a publicity drive known as the “AO Blitz.”
This was a National competition which allowed Mildura tennis players and spectators a chance to
win valuable prizes in association with the Australian Open tennis tournament, which was
scheduled for January in Melbourne. The “AO Blitz” visited communities in every state and territory
and invited people to join in the fun by having a hit with the former world number 4, Jelena Dokic
and, more important to the writer, the opportunity to be photographed with the Australian Women’s
singles trophy which is known as the “Daphne Akhurst Cup.”
Daphne was the first Australian women’s tennis player to win five “Grand Slam” tournaments.
On Australia Day, 2006, Daphne was inducted into the Australian Tennis Hall of Fame at a
ceremony held at Rod Laver Arena, Melbourne. Daphne has been rated as “one of Australia’s
greatest tennis champions” but her life was tragically cut short at the peak of her performance at
age 29.
Daphne trained as a music teacher but was a self-taught tennis player. She won the NSW
Schoolgirls’ Singles Championship in 1917-1920 and went on to dominate women’s tennis
throughout the 1920’s, winning the Australian Woman’s Open in 1925 and 1927 and then, three in
a row from 1928-1930. In the doubles she won five Australian titles with three different partners
and she won the mixed doubles four times with three different
partners.
The Daphne Akhurst Cup was donated by the New South
Wales Lawn Tennis Association and was first used by the
Australian Tennis Open in 1934. This trophy is given to the
winner of the Australian Women’s singles each year and a
bronze bust of Akhurst is installed alongside other tennis
champions in Garden Square in Melbourne Park.
Daphne Akhurst is my first cousin, twice removed. Photo:-Phillip is
proudly holding the Daphne Akhurst Cup, valued at $85,000.00

UK World War I diaries placed online by UK National Archives
Diaries from British soldiers describing life on the frontline during World War One are being published online by the UK National Archives.
Events from the outbreak of war in 1914 to the departure of troops from Flanders and France were recorded in official diaries of each military
unit. About 1.5 million diary pages are held by the National Archives and a fifth has been digitised so far.
The project is part of the UK government's World War One centenary programme. See: http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/records/wardiaries-ww1.htm
Australian service records can be found at the National Archives of Australia: http://www.naa.gov.au/collection/explore/defence/servicerecords/
Information about ANZAC Day can be found at: http://www.awm.gov.au/commemoration/anzac/
Information about the centenary of the First World War can be found at: https://www.awm.gov.au/1914-1918/
You may also be interested in a new book, The Digger’s View: http://thediggersview.com.au/index.html
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Lynette “Lyn” Joy Craig (nee Templeton)
1946---2014 by Raylee Schultz
Members of the Mildura & District Genealogical Society were saddened to hear of the passing on
Friday 31st January 2014, of their friend and long time member of the Society, Lyn Craig.
Lyn had been a member of the group for over 30 years, having held many Executive positions. Up
until a few months ago, Lyn was the Society Research Officer, on many occasions helping people
find answers to their research enquiries in and around the Mildura district.
Lyn and husband Ian, moved from Sunbury to Mildura in 1972 and from the time of their relocation
they joined in the community. They were very involved in the Mildura Lawn Tennis Club, both
being very talented tennis players. Son Darren came along in 1974 and they followed his dreams
of being a Go Cart driver and a Golfer. They travelled far and wide helping him achieve his
dreams. Darren went on to become a very talented golfer. Sadly Lyn’s husband, Ian, passed away
suddenly 31st May 2002. Darren has been a wonderful support to his mother over many years and
in particular the past few months.
Lyn was passionate about Family Research and this is how I first met her. It was 1989 and I
attended my first Genealogical Society meeting. Lyn was Treasurer at the time and Leanne
Watmuff was Secretary. They both made me very welcome and we have been close friends ever
since. Through our friendship we shared our “finds”, helping each other, and what wonderful
stories and adventures the three of us experienced together over the following years.
We enjoyed travelling and were privileged to be part of the HOG Research Tour group, (Hooked
on Genealogy) under the guidance of Professional Genealogist Mrs Jan Gow, and travelling
around the World in 2006. We travelled to Salt Lake City USA, then to UK where we visited
London, Cornwall, Liverpool, Edinburgh and Scotland seeking out our elusive ancestors.
8
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I can vividly remember the day in the Salt Lake City Family History Library, the place we called
“Heaven,” when Lyn had the best find for the day. She found so much information on a branch of
her Family Tree, that she was then able to download 99 pages of information onto her laptop!
During the trip we also experienced a wonderful, breathtaking and exciting flight over the Grand
Canyon in a helicopter.
A few years later Lyn and Leanne took me to Moonta to celebrate my 70 th birthday and once
again we had an amazing time wandering around churches, cemeteries, museums, mines,
restaurants together and we have lots of photos as a memento of this LynLea Tour.
The Mildura Genealogical Society Library was Lyn’s 2 nd home, and over the years she spent many
hours as a volunteer, not only in an executive position but just by being there to help others with
their enquiries. Lyn will be remembered for many things but in more recent years for all the hours
of research work that she did for Mildura RSL Historian, Ken Wright, in researching the WW1
Soldiers for Ken’s 'Unmarked grave project."
We will miss Lyn for
manner, her friendly
friendship and the help
willingly gave to all the
M&DGS.

her cheerful
advice, her
that she so
members of the

Henry Prideaux Philip Richardson born 10 June, 1843, died 4 Nov. 1926,
husband of Eliza Richardson, died 24 Nov. 1930. Both buried C of E section,
Nichols Point cemetery, Mildura.
Figure 9 Moorara Station, SLSA collection on
Trove

Born at Avoca, Tasmania, son of Rev. William and Mrs
Richardson, he came to 'these parts' over 60 years prior to
his death. He was well educated and ambitious and
preferred vast empty spaces to towns. He was the type of
'colonial' who helped to build the nation.
After managing a farm in Tasmania in his teens, he
accepted a position on Lake Victoria Station. He took two
horses, riding them from Bendigo via Swan Hill, Euston and
Wentworth. He was head stockman there before leaving for
Moorara Station as overseer, and later became manager. In 1881, he became stock inspector for
the NSW Government. At one stage he took 10,900 sheep from Moorara station to Werribee Park
in Victoria for the Chirnsides, spending many weeks on the road. Practically no sheep died and the
mob arrived in excellent condition. From 1911 to 1925, he managed Garn Pang Station for his son
"Ted Richardson" and was 82 years old when he retired from active life. His children were Mrs A E
Ballantyne of Balmoral, Mr. Prid Richardson of Leopard Wood Park Station, Queensland, Mr. E P
Richardson, of Burtundy Station, Mrs R Cameron of Mildura, Mrs Will O'Reilly of Prahran and Mrs
J Crang of St Kilda. (This article entitled "End of a Great Career" is taken from a newspaper Obituary, Sunraysia Daily 5 Nov
1926, which I found in my editor tray. There were several sheets with Family Notices that seemed to all pertain to Darling River
identities. Please email me via milduragenealogy@gmail.com if you donated these articles so you can give me some context.)
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LIBRARY REPORT by Kaylene Charles
Donated by Flora Noyce - In Praise of Ageing by Patricia Edgar.
Patricia highlights the experience of our elders and introduces eight individuals, 2 of which are
very special Mildura people. Pub. 2013

BAY 1 SHELF 2

Donated and compiled by Betty Plunkett of Wembley W.A. - Farnsworth Family Tree
154 pages of family stories, charts, pictures and articles. Contains index, bibliography and sources.
BAY 6 SHELF 1
Donated by Sue Burgess - The Zinc Works Producing Zinc at Risdon 1916-1919
By Alison Alexander pub. 1992. Zinc Works has been one of Tasmania's largest industries
since 1916 employing 3000 people. 350 pages which includes references, sources of illustrations,
Bibliography, glossary, index and a list of Zinc workers and the positions they held.
BAY 10 SHELF 3

Donated by Kaylene Charles - Your ancestors in their social context. Proceedings of the
13th Australasian Congress on Genealogy and Heraldry. Transcripts of some 68 sessions
that were held in Adelaide in March 2012.

BAY 15 SHELF 3

Books purchased
Lost Schools of the Pyrenees - by Landsborough & District Historical Society, pub. 2009.
242 pages of information, pictures, teacher, parent and pupil lists for 21 schools in the
Pyrenees district.
BAY 2 SHELF 3
Family Tree Tips: Writing Interesting Family Histories – by Carol Baxter 2010
This little book contains advice ranging from how you can structure a simple family history
through to how you can use simple words and sentences to evoke drama and tension.
Carol conducted 2 days of entertaining and motivating classes in Wentworth back in
November 2013.
BAY 15 SHELF 1

Big Lizzie. The story of a man and a machine - by Ron Maslin, 1982.
80 pages of Big Lizzie's invention, journey to Sunraysia and the work carried out by
this enormous machine. Forward by Ernie Wolfe.

BAY 10 SHELF 1

Murray Water is Thicker than Blood - by Rob Linn 2001. Stories of the families
who built the River Murray's locks and barrages. This book is centred mainly around South
Australia but many of the people named eventually settled in Mildura. 94 pages. Index included.

BAY 8 SHELF 2

Cardross Camaraderie - by Mary Chandler, 2013
The story of Cardross, Victoria. Its foundation, growth, people, places and the terrible
floods in 2011.

BAY 10 SHELF 1

DVD
Cardross Snapshots - Copyright Mary J. Chandler 2013. Pictures of the

Geno 6

terrible floods that devastated the area in 2011

A reminder from Andrew McCormick, Research Officer: Happy family researching, and
remember that there is a lot of sources to use if you get stonewalled, such as the Public Record Offices,
State Libraries, Trove, Electoral Rolls, Rate Books and the Titles Office. Moreover, if anyone needs any
assistance please do not hesitate to drop into the Carnegie Centre and talk to the other members, who will
be only too happy to help you.
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Book Review: Murray Water is Thicker than
Blood, Rob Linn reviewed by Helen Stagg
First published in 2001, this book was
commissioned by the descendants of the
lock and weir builders, and involves oral
history interviews with those who grew
up at the remote locations while their
fathers were employed by the South
Australian Engineering and Water Supply
Department building Locks 1 to 9
between 1915 and 1935. Twenty-one
interviews from ‘across the spread of
workers’ families’ provide an insight into
daily life on the locks construction camps.
This book uses 'the voices' of the people
Figure 10 Lock 5 school p. 55.
themselves. Entertainments, sports,
hardships and illnesses like diphtheria are mentioned by the interviewees as is the nature of their schooling.
Considerable detail is given to household living and social interaction and throughout the book, there is a
strong theme of the river as ‘special’ in these people’s lives binding them together in ways stronger than
family ties.
Families mentioned are:
Adams, (Charlie and Barry live
in Mildura), Aldridge, Barker,
Bottroff, Brooks, Brown,
Pearson, Rains, (Grandfather of
Helen Stagg), Eddy, Ellard,
Fox, Magnay, Maiden, Munt,
Pettigrew, Quast, Reed,
Spellacy, Underwood, Spence,
and more. Quite a number of
the lock families moved to
settle in Mildura at the
completion of the works. These
include: the Rains, Adams.
Boseleys, Glenns, Cawleys,
Dadds.

Figure 11 Lock 4 houses p. 21

Footnote: I am currently combining my family research and additional archival and oral history work to
write a book delving further into this important part of Australia's history and the families who helped to
harness the waters of the Murray for irrigation and navigation.
See http://historybyhelen.com.au/ for a blog with further stories about these people's lives or
https://www.facebook.com/LocksAndWeirsConstructionHistory
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Current Research Inquiries: Can you help? Please email
Andrew McCormick c/-milduragenealogy@gmail.com
Ken Wright
N/A

Inquiry into about forty WWII local graves in regard to being recognised as those of servicemen/women.
Ongoing research to ascertain if relatives still living in area through the electoral roles and the Sunraysia.

(ongoing)
Tony Kelly
425
(Brisbane)

Inquiry into William Joseph Kelly, including father (William) and mother (Jane Delve) noting William
Joseph may have been raised as a Connors – would like to find out information relating to the family
when they were living in Victoria (around the middle of the nineteenth century) and the Connors
connection.

428

Alison Stubbs

Information regarding Robert Leslie Wilson and his wife Bessie Beatrice – where they lived,
photographs, etc…Research has revealed buried at Merbein, Bessie in 1924, and Robert in 1968 (with his
second wife – Lena May). Still to check the SRD death notices.

430

Colleen Barnes

Seeking information on John Byron and his death on 22 May 1906, and his family. Research has
revealed he died of possibly food poisoning with three of his children, though details are sketchy and does
not mention his wife’s name or any other children (thought to have had at least twelve children).

432

Margaret Watson

Inquiry for burial information regarding George McDonald King (died August 1955). Searched
Sunraysia Daily papers and cemetery records, located, copied and scanned documents in regard to King’s
death and burial.

433

Cath Leung

Inquiry into information about a Timothy Devlin, thought to have lived in the Mildura/Renmark area in
the mid-1800s. According to Cath he was believed to have been a bit of a rascal, and ran a pub with a
Mary O’Flaherty.

Ken & Judy O’Neill

Seeking information on Lewis George Thomas Carter who they believed lived in Mildura during the early
years of the twentieth century. Lewis was thought to have had a fruit shop on the corner of 9 th Street and
Orange Avenue (c.1915)

434

"Why waste your money looking up your family tree? Just go into politics and your opponents will do it for you." -- Mark Twain
"Everyone has ancestors and it is only a question of going back far enough to find a good one." -- Howard Kenneth Nixon
"If you cannot get rid of the family skeleton, you may as well make it dance." -- George Bernard Shaw

Committee members can be contacted via our email address: milduragenealogy@gmail.com
President: Lyn Grant

Vice President: Fay Mannes

Publicity Officer: Raylee
Schultz

Secretary: Marion Holland

Assistant Secretary: Philip
Dedman

Catering Officer: Anne
Newberry and Annette
Traeger

Treasurer: Malcolm
Williams

Librarian: Kaylene Charles

Research: Andrew
McCormick

Projects Officer: Lyn Grant

Roster Officer: Andrew
McCormick

Webmaster: Marion Holland
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Can you help?

You may not actually think about it but every task in our great organisation is undertaken by volunteers. As
changes occur with people in their daily lives, we are constantly in need of people to volunteer their time. If you could spare a few
hours per month, or even on an occasional basis, it would be sincerely appreciated. We would especially like to welcome new
members to the volunteer group. The following is a list of the major areas in which we already have volunteers working, or for
which we need more volunteers. Please complete your details below and return your form to the Secretary via
milduragenealogy@gmail.com marked Volunteer offer, or mail to M&DGS, P.O. Box 2895, Mildura Victoria 3502. It would also
be appreciated if current volunteers could complete the information in order to update the M&DGS Volunteer register. Before

you forget to do this, remember, DON'T leave it up to someone else, because if everyone does this, we may end up
with no-one, and with no volunteers, we cannot continue to operate to the standard you expect as a member of
M&DGS.

AREA

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

Computers

Assist in networking system, PC hardware & software.
(Professional Experience required)

Projects team

As part of a team, assist on a Thursday indexing various
records or tasks as required.

Speakers or Tutors

Conduct sessions on aspects of genealogy. Speak at other
group meetings etc.

Library Assistant

Duty person

Assist the Librarian when required with shelving,
covering books etc.
Assist by being on a roster to help visitors or members
during opening hours at our library.

Publicity

Publicise the M&DGS and its various events.

Research

Assist the Research Officer with the many inquiries that
come from outside people for genealogical help.

Property
maintenance

Assist when needed on various handyman-type tasks at
our Library rooms.

Magazine
Committee

Assist in a range of tasks associated with the production
and distribution of the Grapeline.

Housekeeping

General housekeeping in the Library rooms

Catering

Assist the Catering Officers at meetings, functions and the
Christmas Dinner

Proofreading

Various indexing, magazine and website media have to be
proofread.

Membership

Assist in processing annual membership fees and/or
maintaining membership database

NAME:

PHONE:
13

New
Volunteer

Current
Volunteer
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Membership Benefits:Free use of library; Receive quarterly Newsletter. Free research queries published in Newsletter.
Meetings: - Ist Monday of month except January and December, 7.30 pm Carnegie Centre, Deakin
Avenue Mildura.
Library Hours:-Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday: 11.00 am - 4.00 pm.
Closed all Public Holidays. Library Fees: - $10.00 for non members per day. Research Fees: $30 for
first 2 hrs. $15 per additional hour.
Membership: -Joining Fee $10, Ordinary $22, Concession $16.50, Joint $33. Badge Fee $10

The M&DGS Inc. gratefully acknowledges the contribution of
Mr Peter Crisp
Member for Mildura
whose office has printed this newsletter, free of all cost, as a community service.
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